Intergenerational Arts Program a Hit at the Villa

RiverZedge is an after-school arts program for youth up to age 18 years of age where participants mentor each other, volunteer for outreach programs in the community, and maintain a business for selling their art works. “It’s like a family. Everyone helps everyone else,” says 17-year-old Jade Shaver about the RiverZedge youth arts program in Woonsocket, RI.

Jade and 15-year-old Sierra Valois, also a RiverZedge participant, volunteered to teach painting to VILLA residents this past summer. “This is what RiverZedge is all about. We learn our craft through mentoring and then bring it into the community,” explains Sierra.

Sierra is already a mentor at RiverZedge, guiding a group of beginning art students. “I’ve had a small amount of teaching experience through my mentoring but teaching the elderly was new for me,” says Sierra. Jade says that she has wanted to teach seniors and because of RiverZedge’s outreach program, she had the opportunity this summer. Both young people say that it has been a challenge instructing VILLA residents.

“Where do you start? How do you actually tell or show them how to be better? How do you motivate them? These are some of the questions we had when we started at the VILLA,” says Jade. Sierra is quick to note that, “the elderly are great! They tell us what they want to do and what they need.”

“We learned very quickly to listen to them, and to actually take their hand and paint with them when Most of all, we learned that praise goes a long way in motivating them to get better,” concludes Jade.

What does the future hold for these two talented and mature young women? Jade is attending Beacon Charter Art School this year as a 10th grader. She wants to go to the Rhode Island School of Design and Art (RISDA) when she graduates high school. Sierra is in 11th grade this year at Woonsocket High School. She says that art will always be an important part of her life but she wants to go into bio-chemistry.

As for the VILLA residents, they gave a “thumbs up” for the program. Painting class member, Lillian Letendre, seemed to voice everyone’s feelings. “I truly enjoyed this class. I loved every bit of it,” as she reached for Jade to give her a hug. “This is my girl,” she exclaimed!

...continued on next page
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

THE FLU SEASON

Dear Friends:

With so much talk about H1N1, and the flu season that is upon us, we want our readers to know that we are taking every precaution to keep our residents healthy.

Some actions are mandated such as offering flu shots to our staff who come in direct contact with residents. Some other actions are just common sense such as frequent hand washing.

We have enclosed a flu informational leaflet, prepared by our Infection Control Director, Diane Racine. Below are some simple steps that most healthcare workers agree upon to limit the spread of a cold or flu.

1. Wash your hands frequently;
2. Try to keep your hands off your face;
3. Drink plenty of liquids;
4. Get plenty of rest;
5. Sneeze or cough into a tissue and dispose of it or into your sleeve.

It is so important that we take flu season seriously and take the necessary precautions to protect ourselves and others. Most importantly, I would like to stress the importance of staying home when ill and not bringing germs or illness into the nursing facility.

We hope this information is helpful to you.

Sincerely,

Wendy Fargnoli
Executive Director

INTERGENERATIONAL ARTS PROGRAM

continued from page 1

If scheduling problems can be worked out, the class may resume in the Winter, says Villa Administrator, Jean Larkin. “During the summer, when youth from RiverZedge were out of school, we were able to schedule the class in the early afternoon. However, when the young people are in school, the earliest they can get here is at 4 PM. This is not the most ideal time for our elderly residents who begin their dinner hour at 4:30 PM.”

“We’re working on it, though” concluded Ms. Larkin, “because it was such a big ‘hit’ with our residents.”

VILLA RESIDENTS’ PAINTINGS

GERANIUM – Marie Pino

SPRINGER SPANIEL – Theresa Bedard

RED DELICIOUS – Fern Chasse

MOUNTAIN VIEW – Lee Vario
St. Antoine campus considers wind power: yearly savings $500,000

Town also studies ‘green’ energy

NORTH SMITHFIELD - Sitting high atop a hill on Mendon Road, the Villa at St. Antoine is a notably windy place.

“We’re up on a hill in one of the highest places in North Smithfield. People often say, ‘Wow, it’s windy up here,’” said Robert Christensen, director of Development and Communications.

Christensen said the heavy and constant wind reminded him of the Holy Name High School campus in Worcester, Mass. where he used to teach. “The principal of the school insisted that there was enough wind to power a wind turbine to provide electricity for the whole school. This was 10 years ago, and everyone thought he was crazy, but he was determined.”

Christensen added, “It took him a long time to make it happen, because this type of thing was unheard of then, but he succeeded and now there is a wind turbine at the school taking care of all their electricity needs.”

His former principal’s groundbreaking ingenuity and the thought of the $500,000 per year that St. Antoine would save if it could produce its own electricity prompted Christensen to investigate whether the wind blustering around the elder care community could serve as a renewable energy source.

Christensen’s inquiries into the idea led St. Antoine to engage EAPC Energy Services, a Vermont-based wind engineering and consulting firm, to conduct what is commonly referred to as a “behind the computer” study as the first phase of the wind resource assessment process.

Results from the preliminary study, conducted in February, revealed that, “There were sufficient wind resources to power a wind turbine which could supply all the electrical needs of the St. Antoine campus,” said Christensen. “Not only that, but we could probably produce more electricity than we need, and if we do, we could sell it back to National Grid.”

In addition to its administrative offices, the St. Antoine campus houses a 262-bed nursing home and a 76-unit assisted living facility.

To move forward with the second phase of the feasibility study, Christensen applied for and received a $33,000 grant from the Rhode Island Economic Development Corporation, to conduct a wind resource study similar to that which St. Antoine is undertaking.

Ericson said he recently climbed the tower as far as he could, and noted, “The top of the tower is about 25 feet above the oak canopy,” said Ericson. “I think it would serve as a good wind testing site.”

Ericson also secured a Renewable Energy Fund grant from RIEDC, for $9,800, which is nearly enough to pay the $11,000 cost for the town to conduct a wind resource study similar to that which St. Antoine is undertaking.

Ericson said the town study would be conducted in collaboration with the Rhode Island Emergency Management Agency, which houses communication equipment at the tower. Mowry Tower sits lower than the tower proposed for St. Antoine, and so wind velocity information at higher elevations would be difficult for the town to determine without figures from the St. Antoine study.

Due to a concept called the “wind shear factor,” wind velocity at increasing elevations increases at a predictable and exponential rate, said Ericson. Using a simple mathematical equation, figures from the St. Antoine study could be used to determine wind speeds at higher elevations for the town, eliminating the need to build a tower any higher than the existing Mowry tower.

“St. Antoine and the town are working on complementary projects,” said Ericson. “What St. Antoine is doing makes what we’re doing more useful and more practical.”

St. Antoine proposes to build the meteorological tower on Lot 9 along Mendon Road, which falls in the residential, rural agriculture zone and would require a variance from the Zoning Board. Christensen said St. Antoine has just begun the application process. If a wind turbine is ultimately deemed feasible, it would be erected on Lot 14, which is located within an area that allows for a special-use permit.
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SAINT ANTOINE’S TENTH ANNUAL GOLF TOURNAMENT

The tenth Annual Saint Antoine Golf Tournament was held in late August at Kirkbrae Country Club. The tournament raised $35,000 for nursing scholarships. We are very thankful to our loyal supporters who, despite the poor economy, continue to support us. Next year’s tournament is scheduled for Monday, August 23, 2010.

THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS!

GOLF COMMITTEE
Mary Ann Altrui, Chair
John St. Sauveur
Bob Hallward
John Mousseau
Greg Mercier
Ed Queinan
Normand St. Laurent
Robert Christensen
Maria Maccio
Wendy Fargnoli

SPONSORS
Platinum
Merrill Lynch
Mobilex USA
Our Lady of Fatima Hospital
Rus Engineering
Recol & Associates, Inc.
St. Antoine’s, Kimball
McNamee CPAs, LLP
Gold
First Quality Products
Silver
Clay Park, MD
Mark Reinstein, MD
Sswiper
Brassee
AAA Southern New England
Der marderosian & der marderosian Inc.
A. Integrated Landscaping and Nursery Inc.
Patrick Levesque, MD
Partridge Snow & Holt LLP
Friends
Jim Beck
Bob Cotteray
Hallmark-Byce Food Service
J.A.R. Bakers’ Supply, Inc.
Draveent Montefio
New England linen Supply
Title Sponsor
MufTech Ambulance Services
Award Dinner Co-Sponsors
Sullivan & Company
CPAs LLP
Bourget & Associates, Inc.
Registration
Gift Sponsors
Allied Irish Bank
Healthcare Services Group
New England Ambulance
Team Prize Sponsor
Connected, Inc.
Golf Course
Refreshments
H. Carr & Sons, Inc.
Hospitality Sponsors
Weigh’s Farm Restaurant
Raffle Prizes Sponsor
McKesson Corporation
RAFFLE PRIZES
DiGiorgio Associates, Inc.
Kirkbrae Country Club
Citizens Bank
Emmaire
Sister Joel Zentzados, FMH
Sovereign Bank
Angelo Aulillo
Nitza and Linda Dziozek
Accenture Match Play
LIVE AUCTION ITEMS
The Rathgeber Family
Nomand St. Laurent
United HealthCare
Susan Mason
Roger and Jeanine Allard
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SAINT ANTOINE RESIDENCE
10 Rhodes Avenue
North Smithfield, Rhode Island 02896

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

“To serve is our mission, to love is our tradition.”
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